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Section 1. General Guidelines 

 Instructions for Completing Attachment A 
Attachment A is provided to Bidders in an editable Microsoft Word form so that it can easily serve as the base document 
for a Bidder’s Technical Proposal. Bidders should incorporate their Technical Proposal responses directly into this 
document and include referenced attachments separately. 
 
Use the following electronic file naming convention for naming your Technical Proposal prior to uploading your completed 
Technical Proposal to Bonfire: Technical Proposal – Bidder Name.docx. 
 
For sections of Attachment A structured like the example below, simply click in the green cell or paste (using the Paste 
Special > Merge Formatting function in Microsoft Word) your response. 
 

 
For sections of Attachment A structured like the example below, click on the “Yes” checkbox if your solution fully provides 
the defined requirement. Click on the “No” checkbox if your solution does not provide or only provides part of the defined 
requirement. 
 

 
 Use of Attachments 

Bidders may incorporate additional documents by reference as part of their response to the questions in this document. 
For example, you may want to include brochures, reports, charts, or graphs in response to specific questions. Bidders 
should clearly state in their response whether any specific documents are incorporated in their proposal by reference. In 
the event the attached documents are not referenced correctly, the PRT may exclude those attachments from 
consideration when scoring proposals. 
 
The file names of such referenced documents that are included in a Bidder’s electronic Technical Proposal submissions 
and uploaded to Bonfire should include in the following order: i) Technical Proposal, ii) Bidder’s name, iii) the Section 
number of the question for which the file is included as part of the response, and iv) a brief description of what is included 
in the electronic file. For example, if a Bidder references an attachment that includes financial statements in response to 
Section 2.2.1., the following electronic file name would be appropriate: Technical Proposal – Bidder Name – Section 
2.2.1. – Financial Statements.pdf.  
 
 
 

  
Formation. In what year was the company formed? For how long has your company been operating under its 
present business name? If your company has changed its business name, include the most recent prior 
business name and the year of the name change. 

 
This is a sample question. Do not provide a response. 

  Maintenance & Service. If yes, provide a description of the maintenance & service options 
included in your proposal.  Yes   No 

 
 This is a sample question. Do not provide a response. 
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Section 2. Bidder Overview & Qualifications 

 Company Information 

 
 Financial Strength & Legal Considerations 

  Company Name & Address. 
 
Company Name: Mercury Associates, Inc. 

Headquarters Street 
Address: 7361 Calhoun Place, Suite 640 

City, State & Zip Code: Rockville, MD 20855 

Main Telephone 
Number: 301-519-0535 

Website: www.mercury-assoc.com 
 

  
Formation. In what year was the company formed? For how long has your company been operating under its 
present business name? If your company has changed its business name, include the most recent prior 
business name and the year of the name change. 

 
2002 – 19 Years as Mercury Associates, Inc. There have been no business name changes. 
 

  Legal Structure. Check the box next to the option that best describes the company’s legal structure. Include 
requested narrative in the space provided. 

 

☒ 
Corporation – provide the State of incorporation 
and the company ownership structure. 

Maryland, C-Corp,  
 

☐ 
Partnership – provide the State of registration 
and the names of all partners. Click here to enter response. 

☐ 
Sole Proprietorship – provide the State of 
registration and the name and title of the 
principal. 

Click here to enter response. 

☐ 
Joint Venture – provide the State of registration 
and the names and titles of all principals. Click here to enter response. 

☐ 
Other – provide detailed description of 
corporate structure and ownership. Click here to enter response. 

 

  

Financial Strength.  Demonstrate your financial strength and stability with meaningful data. This could 
include, but is not limited to, such items as financial statements, SEC filings, credit & bond ratings, letters of 
credit, and detailed refence letters. Note: you may mark this information as a “Trade Secret” per the terms 
outlined in the RFP. 
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  Bankruptcy & Insolvency. Describe any bankruptcy or insolvency for your organization (or its predecessors, 
if any) or any principal of the firm in the last three (3) years. 

 
N/A 
 

  Litigation. Describe any litigation in which your company has been involved in the last three (3) years and the 
status of that litigation. 

 
N/A 
 

  

Mandatory Contract Performance Disclosure. Pursuant to RFP Section 3.13, disclose whether the your 
company’s performance and/or the performance of any of the proposed subcontractor(s) under contracts for 
the provision of services that are the same or similar to those to be provided for the Program which is the 
subject of this RFP has resulted in any “formal claims” for breach of those contracts. For purposes of this 
disclosure, “formal claims” means any claims for breach that have been filed as a lawsuit in any court, 
submitted for arbitration (whether voluntary or involuntary, binding or not), or assigned to mediation. For 
any such claims disclosed, fully explain the details of those claims, including the allegations regarding all 
alleged breaches, any written or legal action resulting from those allegations, and the results of any litigation, 
arbitration, or mediation regarding those claims, including terms of any settlement. While disclosure of any 
formal claims will not automatically disqualify a Bidder from consideration, at the sole discretion of Equalis 
Group, such claims and a review of the background details may result in a rejection of a Bidder’s proposal. 
Equalis Group will make this decision based on the Proposal Review Team’s determination of the seriousness 
of the claims, the potential impact that the behavior that led to the claims could have on the Bidder’s 
performance of the work, and the best interests of Members. 

 
N/A  
 

  

Mandatory Disclosure of Governmental Investigations. Pursuant to RFP Section 3.14, indicate whether your 
company and/or any of the proposed subcontractor(s) has been the subject of any adverse regulatory or 
adverse administrative governmental action (federal, state, or local) with respect to your company’s 
performance of services similar to those described in this RFP. If any such instances are disclosed, Bidders 
must fully explain, in detail, the nature of the governmental action, the allegations that led to the 
governmental action, and the results of the governmental action including any legal action that was taken 
against the Bidder by the governmental agency. While disclosure of any governmental action will not 
automatically disqualify a Bidder from consideration, such governmental action and a review of the 
background details may result in a rejection of the Bidder’s proposal at Group’s sole discretion. Equalis Group 
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 Industry Qualifications 

 

will make this decision based on the Proposal Review Team’s determination of the seriousness of the claims, 
the potential impact that the behavior that led to the claims could have on the Bidder’s performance of the 
work, and the best interests of Members. 

 
N/A 
 

  Company Identification. How is your organization best identified? Is it a manufacturer, distributor, dealer, 
reseller, or service provider? 

 
Service Provider – Consluting and IT Services 
 

  
Authorization. If your company is best described as a distributor/dealer/reseller (or similar entity), please 
provide your written authorization to act as a distributor/dealer/reseller for the manufacturer of the products 
proposed in this RFP. If applicable, is your dealer network independent or company owned? 

 
N/A 
 

  
Industry Experience. How long has your company provided products and services outlined in your response 
to this RFP? What percentage of your company’s revenue in each of the last three (3) full calendar years was 
generated from these products and services? 

 
Mercury Associates, Inc. was founded in February 2002 and has continuously provided services for over 19 years. 
All revenue (100%) has been generated from providing fleet mananagement consulting and information technology 
services. 
 

  Geographic Reach. Describe your company’s service area in the United States and which areas you intend to 
offer services under a resulting contract if awarded.  

 
Mercury offers and will provide our consulting services anywhere in the United States. 
 

  

Certifications and Licenses. Provide a detailed explanation outlining the licenses and certifications that are i) 
required to be held, and ii) actually held by your organization (including third parties and subcontractors that 
you use). Has your company maintained these certifications on an ongoing basis? If not, when and why did 
your company lose any referenced certifications? 

 
No certifications are required for providing fleet management consulting services; however, several staff members hold 
various certifications such as Certified Automotive Fleet Manager (NAFA), Certified Federal Fleet Manager, Certified 
Equipment Manager, and National Safety Council certified. 
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 Public Sector Focus 

  

Public Sector Contract Vehicles. What Public Sector contract vehicles (e.g., state term contracts, public sector 
cooperatives, etc.) does your company have in place to provide products & services defined in this RFP? For 
each contract vehicle, when was the contract established, what is the expiration date, and how much annual 
revenue does your company generate through the contract(s) in each of the last three (3) calendar years? 

 
GSA MAS Contract, 06/30/2008, expires 06/29/2023, eligible for one more five year renewal – contract awards are 
typically in the range of $1M to $1.5M/year 
California Multiple Award Schedule (CMAS), issued 09/2010, expires 01/31/2022 – few awards over the years, recently  
awarded a project with OC Public Works for $64,482 under this contract 
National Cooperative Purchase Alliance (NCPA), under TransPar Group (parent company), joined in April 2020, expires 
08/31/21 with two 1 year renewal options – no sales to date, NCPA does not offer a specific category for fleet 
management 
 

  
Education Success. What is the i) total dollar amount, and ii) percentage of your company’s total annual 
revenue generated by sales to educational institutions (i.e., K-12 schools & school districts and high 
education)? 

 
 
 

 

  
Government Success. What is the i) total dollar amount, and ii) percentage of your company’s total annual 
revenue generated by sales to local governments (i.e., municipalities, counties, special districts, and state 
agencies)? 

 
 

 
 

  

Public Sector Strategic Growth Plan. Describe your company’s three to five-year public sector sales objectives 
and the key elements of your strategic plan to achieve those objectives. What is the total annual dollar value 
of your company’s total revenue generated by local governments and educational institutions in each of the 
last three (3) calendar years? What percentage of your company’s total annual revenue is generated by sales 
to local governments and educational institutions? For clarity, the figures requested are to include revenue 
generated through cooperative contracts (see question 2.4.1) and all other forms of revenue to local 
governments and educational institutions to represent the aggregate revenue volume. 

 
While Mercury provides fleet management advisory services to many types of industries including construction, utilities, 
private companies, etc. our focus has always been and will continue to be government entities at the Federal, State, and 
Local levels. Over the last three years, approximately 50% to 65% of our revenue is generated from work conducted for 
government organizations. Our goal is to expand our service line offerings to include additional services such as on-site 
and remote fleet management support, data analytics, recruitment services, data system hosting and management, and 
contractor management support. We anticipate continued growth rate in the local government sector of 5-10% annually 
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 Customer References 

over the next several years. This includes new business and customer retention through follow-on engagements and 
implementation services.  
We have realized that the disruption caused by the global pandemic has led to new opportunities for Mercury as our 
clients have struggled with changing behaviors, rapid advancements in technology, and positioning themselves for the 
next disruption, whenever that might come. Because of our large pool of exceptionally qualified and experienced fleet 
professionals, we have been able to adapt to changing customer demands.  
Additionally, with renewed interest in alternative fueled vehicles driven by the new administration’s push to move 
towards a greater reliance on electric vehicles (EV) and manufacturer’s commitment to providing additional EV options 
over the next few years, there has been a surge in interest in developing sustainable fleet renewal strategies and 
identifying impacts of incorporating EVs into their fleets. Our decades of experience with alternative fueled vehicles 
opportunities and challenges uniquely positions Mercury to continue to be a leader in this emerging growth market.  
We will also benefit from the changes in higher education learning approaches initiated because of the pandemic with 
more remote and distance learning opportunities offered by colleges and universities and changes on campus to more 
virtual conferencing and less transportation requirements. We have already seen increased interest in our services in 
fleet rightsizing and motor pool management areas over the past few months to help them address these issues.  
 

  

Provide references of at least five (5) local government or educational institution customers for which your 
company has provided products and services similar in nature and scope to those defined in this RFP in the 
last three (3) years. Each reference should include: 

• Customer name and location; 
• Customer contact person and their title, telephone number, and email address; 
• A brief description of the products and services provided by your company; 
• Customer relationship starting and ending dates; and, 
• Notes or other pertinent information relating to the customer and/or the products and services your 

company provided. 
 
Orange County, OC Public Works 
Mr. Ron Vienna - Santa Ana, CA 
714-667-4945 
Ron.Vienna@ocpw.ocgov.com 

OC Public Works has retained Mercury to conduct several fleet management consulting assignments since 2002. We are 
currently engaged with the County to develop space requirements for a new fleet maintenance facility. Previously, we 
conducted a fleet rightsizing and modernization plan for the approximately 2,000 light and medium-duty vehicles in the 
County’s fleet. The scope of this project included quantifying and comparing the total cost of ownership of this fleet 
under two alternative replacement scenarios – status quo replacement and modernization – to determine the net cost 
savings that would result from increasing replacement spending and reducing average vehicle age. The scope also 
included quantifying and comparing the costs of financing the recommended modernization plan under three alternative 
capital financing methods, outright cash purchase, lease-purchase, and a replacement reserve fund and charge-back 
system (the County currently uses a combination of a reserve fund and outright cash purchase financing). Previous 
projects we conducted for the County include a comprehensive fleet management best practices review in 2003, the 
development and implementation of a new operating cost charge-back rate model and rates for OC Fleet Services 
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(OCFS), which manages the entire County fleet of 3,000+ vehicles and pieces of equipment in 2004, and an assessment 
of the competitiveness of OCFS’s repair parts management program in 2015.  
 
 
Loudoun County, Department of General Services 
Mr. Andy Bollinger - Leesburg, VA 
571-283-3668 
Andy.Bollinger@loudoun.gov 

Mercury conducted a comprehensive fleet management best practices and rightsizing study for Loudoun County, one of 
the nation’s fastest growing counties located in the northwest suburbs of Washington, DC. The scope of the project 
included several major components: 1) the evaluation and development of recommendations for improving all aspects 
of the management and operation of the 2,500-unit fleet of Loudoun County Government (LCG) and Loudoun County 
Public Schools; 2) the determination of fleet management costs and the development of recommended charge-back 
rates for two separate fleet management organizations; 3) the development of a multi-year fleet replacement plan and 
the evaluation of alternative capital financing approaches such as a reserve fund, lease purchasing, and leasing; 4) a fleet 
rightsizing study; and 5) the evaluation of various cost reduction strategies for Loudoun County Transit’s commuter bus 
fleet. Subsequent to the completion of these initial studies, the County awarded Mercury a four-year task order 
agreement to provide ad hoc fleet management consulting services. To date, these services have included annual fleet 
replacement plan and charge-back rate updates for the LCG and Loudoun County Transit (commuter bus) fleets; a CNG 
fleet fuel feasibility study; and a fleet maintenance and repair outsourcing feasibility study. 
 
 
City and County of San Francisco, General Services Agency 
Mr. Tom Fung (retired) 
415-550-4650 
tom.fung@sfgov.org 

Mercury conducted a comprehensive review of the management and operation of the County’s fleet of more than 6,000 
vehicles and pieces of equipment and a fleet rightsizing study. The objectives of the study were to identify ways to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of fleet management practices; to improve organizational structures and 
staffing levels; and to reduce the size and capital costs the fleet. The study encompassed all general fund agencies as 
well as three enterprise fund entities: San Francisco International Airport, the Port of San Francisco, and the San 
Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency. In 2016, the City engaged Mercury to assist it in developing a master plan 
for a new $50 million central fleet maintenance facility, which opened last year. 
 
 
City of Baltimore, General Services Department 
Mr. Bob Gibson 
410 396 5818 
Robert.Gibson@baltimorecity.gov 

Mercury conducted a fleet management best practices study for the General Services Department’s Fleet Management 
Division, which manages a city-wide fleet of 5,300 vehicles and pieces of equipment. The scope of the project also 
included developing new cost charge-back rates for distributing the costs of vehicle management, maintenance and 
repair, and fuelling services to user organizations; and the development of a long-term replacement plan for the fleet 
and the evaluation of alternative capital financing approaches such as leasing versus buying. The County subsequently 
awarded Mercury a contract for 12 implementation assistance projects, including a comprehensive fleet utilization and 
rightsizing study, a fleet leasing pilot project, and maintenance and fuelling facility consolidation and capital 
improvement planning projects. The first of these projects resulted in the establishment of a fleet rightsizing, renewal, 
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and capital financing plan, agreed to by the Department of Finance, which is projected to save almost $200 million over 
the next 10 years. 
 
 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Executive Office for Administration and Finance 
Mr. Alex Giannantonio - Boston, MA 
617-720-3171 
Alex.Giannantonio@massmail.state.ma.us 

Mercury Associates performed a project for the Office of Vehicle Management (OVM), which manages a fleet of roughly 
2,900 light-duty vehicles used by executive branch agencies, to develop and implement a new capital and operating cost 
charge-back rate model and rates. A lifecycle vehicle and activity-based fleet management cost model was developed 
for the purpose of calculating cost charge-back rates for distributing the costs of both OVM-owned vehicles that are 
leased to various state agencies and the costs of agency-owned vehicles for which OVM provides some or all key fleet 
management services. In 2018, OVM engaged Mercury to update the rate model and rates developed in 2015. The scope 
of the new project also included developing estimates of maintenance and repair costs for several classes of medium 
and heavy-duty trucks and construction equipment which various state agencies have expressed an interest in leasing 
from OVM. 
 
 
City of Phoenix, Public Works Department 
Mr. Gregg Duckett 
602-261-8068 
gregg.ducket@phoenix.gov 

Mercury was selected to conduct a fleet cost charge-back rate review for the City of Phoenix, whose Equipment 
Management Division manages and maintains a city-wide fleet of approximately 7,300 vehicles and pieces of equipment. 
Almost immediately after commencing the project, the County decided to expand the scope of services to encompass 
the development and implementation of a new rate model and rates, which was implemented in 2013. Mercury was 
engaged in 2015 to conduct follow-up training in the use of the rate model; and, in 2017, to conduct an electric vehicle 
feasibility study and a fleet modernization justification and alternative capital financing study. 
 
 
University of Alabama 
Mr. Mario Globetti, Associate Director – Fleet Services 
205-348-4803 
mglobetti@fa.ua.edu 

The University of Alabama engaged Mercury Associates, Inc. to perform a review and analysis of the University’s fleet 
management operations, programs, and practices. The goal of this review was to determine the adequacy of resources, 
appropriateness of the current approach for fleet maintenance and repair activities, fleet utilization and utilization 
management, fleet replacement practices, and availability of suitable analytical information (and systems) for sound 
decision making. The resulting analysis, reports, recommendations, and action plans identified opportunities to improve 
current processes, determine appropriate staffing levels and reduce costs if possible. 

Subsequent to the initial study, Mercury worked with the University to conduct a comprehensive fleet and motor pool 
rightsizing study which ultimately resulted in reduction in the number fleet assets for the University.  
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Section 3. Products and Services 

 Products & Services 

  

Product & Services Description(s). Provide a detailed description of the products and services you are offering 
as a part of your proposal.  
 
IMPORTANT: this description along with the products and services outlined in the Attachment B – Cost 
Proposal will be utilized to define the overall products and services available under a resulting contract.  

 
 Analysis and Development of Per Diem, Allowance, and Reimbursement Programs 
 Charge-Back System Review, Program Creation, and Rate Development 
 Conduct Field Problem Analysis and Recommend Corrective Action 
 Contractor Selection, Contract Negotiation, and Contractor Performance Reviews 
 Cost Analysis, Reduction, and Containment Studies 
 Dashboard Design and Implementation of Programmed Display of Performance Measures 
 Determination of Optimal Vehicle Replacement Cycles and Life Cycle Management 
 Development of Fleet Replacement Plans 
 Development of Requests for Proposals for Contractual Services 
 Development of Strategic Business Plans 
 Development of Specifications or Performance-based Work Statements and Task Estimates 
 Develop, Document and Support Maintenance Procedures and Technical Manuals 
 Driver, Traveler, Assignee and/or Transferee Survey Research 
 Evaluation of Lease versus Buy and other Capital Financing Strategies 
 Expansion and Consolidation Studies 
 Fit-gap Analysis of Enterprise Systems for Logistics and Fleet Management 
 Fleet Planning, Operation, and Maintenance 
 Internal Service Fund Audits and Replacement Funding Needs Assessment 
 Inventory/Asset Management and Operation 
 Logistics Business Process Re-engineering 
 Maintenance Facility Assessment, Network Consolidation Analysis, Facility Master Planning 
 Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO process management) 
 Market Research and Acquisition Planning 
 Operating-Unit Surveys 
 Outsourcing Feasibility Studies 
 Performance Reviews and Competitiveness Assessments 
 Policy and Standard Operating Procedure Development and Web-enabled Communication 
 POV Mileage Tracking, Breakeven Analyses, and Reimbursement Management 
 Process Reengineering & Implementation 
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 Program and Management Consolidation and Organizational Restructuring Studies 
 Program and Project Management 
 Property Disposal Management 
 Selection, Implementation and Hosting of Logistics and Fleet Management Information Systems 

 

  
Open Market Products. Provide a detailed description of your ability to accommodate requests for Open 
Market Products. Open Market Products is a category of products that cannot be found in your standard 
catalog offering or non-inventoried products. 

 
N/A 
 

  Customized Offering. Describe how you are able to customize the program offering to Equalis Group 
Members. 

 
Mercury Associates, Inc. is the largest dedicated fleet management consulting firm in North America providing 
independent, unbiased technical assistance and advice to government, non-profit, and corporate clients in the U.S and 
around the world.  

Mercury is unique among consulting firms serving the fleet industry. We combine specialized fleet management 
expertise and resources, unparalleled industry experience, independence and objectivity, and a proven track record of 
performance that is unmatched by fleet leasing companies and generalist management consulting firms. Unlike general 
municipal consulting companies, Mercury’s sole focus is on fleet management. All of our staff spend 100 percent of their 
time helping clients improve their fleet operations.  

Unlike fleet management companies, Mercury does not earn its revenue based on the amount of money that our clients 
spend. As a result, we are unbiased as to our client’s vendor and vehicle selection, the products they consume, or the 
services expended. On every project, we strive to help our clients reduce fleet costs and improve fleet performance. 

 
  Differentiators. Describe what differentiates your company’s products and services from your competitors. 

 
Members of our professional staff have extensive, hands-on experience in fleet maintenance and repair, fleet shop 
operations, fleet program organization and staffing, fleet rightsizing and utilization management, fleet maintenance 
facility programming, fleet replacement planning, and fleet capital and operating cost charge-back rate development 
and reserve fund analysis and optimization. This experience is not just from conducting consulting studies, but from 
members of our staff having served as professional fleet managers in state and local government and a range of 
corporations with both simple and complex fleets.  

At the heart of virtually all of our engagements are the use of data analytics to gain insight into the past performance, 
current pain points, and future needs of our clients’ fleet program. Whether it be as part of larger best practices 
assessment, or a one-off solution such as developing a strategic replacement and financing plan, Mercury marries 
insights gained from data analytics with the real-world experience of our subject matter experts to develop 
customized, actionable solutions that will reduce cost, improve service quality, or both. 

Mercury has developed proprietary software applications to enhance and apply data-based analytics in the 
management of fleets. These applications include a fleet replacement planning, financing alternatives analysis, rate 
and budgeting tool; an optimal vehicle replacement cycle analysis tool; several fleet right-sizing tools including a 
vehicle allocation methodology tool, a zero-based asset requirements definition tool, and various use-case based 
fleet right-sizing tools such as motor pool, fixed-route services (e.g. sanitation, school transit, etc.) and law 
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 Turnkey Capabilities 

 
 Other Services 

enforcement;  a site location analysis tool used for determining EV charging and other fuel station sites, maintenance 
and repair shop sites, or motor pool parking sites; EV/AFV feasibility assessment tool; alternative acquisition tools 
(e.g. rent vs own);an activity-based cost of service tool; and many others.  

Our company’s experience and “bandwidth” compared to that of any other fleet management consulting company 
enables us to help our clients implement the recommendations we make. We take pride in our ability to assist our 
clients in following through on our recommendations precisely because many of the recommendations in consulting 
reports are never acted upon because they are impractical (no matter how sound in theory) and/or because the client 
does not have the time or expertise to act on them. This is a risk for any fleet management organization that devotes 
most of its time to meeting the day-to-day needs of fleet users.  

 

  

Turnkey Capabilities.  Describe the capabilities available through your company and, if applicable, your 
authorized network of dealers, distributors, and resellers that support your ability to provide turnkey solutions 
to Equalis Group Members. Your response may include, but is not limited to, fleet assessment, vehicle 
consultations & recommendation, delivery, inspection, aftermarket customization, and maintenance.    

 
Please see services outlined in 3.1.1 
 

  Maintenance & Service. If yes, provide a description of the maintenance & service options 
included in your proposal.  Yes   No 

 
N/A 
 

  Inspections. If yes, provide a description of the inspection services offered.   Yes   No 
 
Mercury can provide vehicle and equipment inspection services conducted by members of our staff who are experienced 
former fleet maintenance technicians with ASE Master Technician and OEM certifications. 
 

  Risk Management and Physical Damage. If yes, provide a description of the services 
included in your proposal.   Yes   No 

 
Mercury Associates can help with Risk Management in a variety of ways including, but not limited to: 
 Defining and Refining Formal Fleet Policies & Procedures 
 Crash Report Preparation 
 Crash Claims Management System Integration 
 Providing Driver Safety Programs 
 Motor Vehicle Record Management 
 Telematics Use and Driver Safety Scorecard Creation 
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 Additional Features 

 
 Additional Offerings 

 Providing Industry Benchmark Comparisons on Standard Practices & Crash KPI’s for Regulated & Non-
Regulated Fleets 

 

  Upfitting or Aftermarket Products. If yes, provide a description of the upfitting and 
customization services included in your proposal.   Yes   No 

 
N/A 
 

  Other Services. Provide a description of any other services included in your proposal that has not been 
addressed in this document. 

 
Mercury is unique among fleet management consulting firms in that our information technology professionals are 
dedicated fleet technology experts that have deep experience both working in and/or evaluating fleet management 
organization business practices and in helping such organizations acquire, implement, and use information technology. 
This includes experience working with ERP solutions like SAP® and EAM solutions like Maximo®, fleet asset management 
solutions like AssetWorks’ FleetFocus™ and Chevin Fleet Solutions’ FleetWave™, fuel management solutions like EJ 
Ward™, telematics solutions such as Geotab® and Samsara, motor pool management solutions such as INVERS 
FleetControl, other fleet-specific applications such as Mitchell1 and AllData parts manuals and repair estimating tools, 
and well-known business intelligence tools such as MS PowerBI and Tableau. 

Our fleet technology team also has decades of experience with Cloud computing services, having operated Mercury’s 
enterprise Cloud since 2002, hosting an array of third-party COTS solutions and proprietary data aggregation and 
analytics tools. 

It is this combination of fleet management and technology experience that enables us to offer an array of technology 
services not available from other fleet management consulting or fleet technology companies. 

 

  

Value Add. Describe any other features or capabilities relating to this RFP that would improve or enhance 
your company’s proposal. Your response may include, but is not limited to, additional or complementary 
products and services, ecommerce capabilities, marketing capabilities, green initiatives, and technological 
advancements. 

 
Please see section 3.3 Other Services 
 

  

Other Capabilities. Identify and describe any other products and/or services your company offers outside the 
primary scope of this RFP that can be made available to Equalis Group Members. Include proposed pricing 
for any additional products or services your company offers in Attachment B – Cost Proposal in accordance 
with the directions provide in RFP Section 2.3  Cost Proposal & Acceptable Pricing Formats. 

 
As recognized experts in all facets of fleet management, Mercury consultants routinely are sought out to develop 
management training and professional certification programs, and objectively advise product and services providers on 
the suitability of their commercial offerings for the North American fleet market. Our professionals have developed and 
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 Warranty 

 
 
 

 

Section 4. Business Operations 

 Logistics 

conducted fleet management training presentations and workshops for more than 50 sponsoring organizations in more 
than 20 countries in North and South America, the Caribbean, Europe, the Middle East, Asia, and Australia. We have 
partnered with many prominent industry associations and media companies to develop and deliver fleet management 
best practices publications and training services over the years, including the American Public Works Association, Bobit 
Business Media, the NAFA Fleet Management Association, the National Conference of State Fleet Administrators, and 
the National Truck Equipment Association. 

We often are asked if Mercury provides other fleet management services in addition to our extensive offerings of fleet 
management advisory, fleet technology implementation and support, and fleet management professional development 
services. The answer is Yes, including business development and market research, acquisition and investment due 
diligence, executive recruiting, expert witness, maintenance facility planning, and many other services. 

 

  

Warranty. Provide a copy of the manufacturer’s warranty. If required, please attach the warranty as an 
attachment, as instructed in this document. Describe notable features and/or characteristics of the warranty 
that a public sector customer would find interesting or appealing. Pricing related to the any extended 
warranty options must be included in Attachment B – Cost Proposal. 

 
N/A 

  Distribution Capabilities. Describe how supplier proposes to distribute the products/services in Bidder’s 
defined geographic reach. 

 
Mercury Associates’ consultants reside in various locations across the United States to support consulting engagements 
in any time zone. Our consultants regularly travel to client locations and are adept at handling project management 
activities both onsite and virtually for any locale. 
 

  Distribution Centers. Provide the number, size and location of Supplier’s distribution facilities, warehouses 
and retail network as applicable. 

 
N/A 
 

  Supply Chain. Identify all other companies that will be involved in processing, handling, or shipping the 
products or services to the Equalis Group Member.  

 
N/A 
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 Customer Service 

 
 Order & Invoice Processing; Payment 

 

  

Customer Service Department. Describe your company’s customer service department & operations. Your 
description may include, but is not limited to, hours of operation, number and location of service centers, 
parts outlets, number of customer service representatives. Clarify if the service centers are owned by your 
company of if they are a network of subcontractors. 

 
As a consulting firm, Mercury does not have a specifically designated customer service department. Mercury’s Project 
Managers handle all customer service activities and issues along with the firm’s Business Manger for administrative and 
financial matters. Clients may contact the main office in Rockville, Maryland or the assigned Project Manager on their 
direct phone or email. 
 

  Complaint Resolution. Describe your customer complaint resolution process. Describe how unresolved 
complaints are handled. 

 
All complaints and concern are first directed to the assigned Project Manager. If the issue is not resolved at this level, it 
can be escalated to the Project Executive and finally to the President of the firm. 
 

  Vehicle Returns. Describe your vehilce return policy and procedures.  
 
N/A 
 

  Interest Rates. Describe how a member’s interest rate is calculated.  
 
N/A 
 

  Management Fee. Does organization charge a management fee? If yes, provide more details.   Yes   No 
 
Click here to provide additional commentary, if necessary. 
 

  Billing or Invoice Process. Describe your company’s billing or invoicing process.  
 
Our typical billing process is to provide clients with a monthly progress invoice based on the percent complete of 
contracted project tasks. Tasks and the corresponding fees are usually derived directly from the proposal. We usually 
issue invoices electronically in PDF format by email to the designated client contact or will submit online via a vendor 
portal or financial system. 
 

  Member Options. Describe the different channels in which this contract will be made available to Equalis 
Group Members. Your response should include, but is not limited to, whether your organization will serve 
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 Members Contracting for Services 

 
 Sustainability, Reclamation, and Recycling Initiatives 

as the single point of contact or if the contract will be made available to your dealers and reseller to serve 
as the single point of contact. 

 
Mercury Associates will serve as the primary point of contact for all consulting engagements.  
 

  Lease Process. Describe your company’s leasing process. 
 
N/A 
 

  Payment. What are your standard payment terms? What methods of payment do your company accept? 
 
Typical payment terms are Net 30, however, these terms may be negotiable depending on the contracting entities 
requirements. We accept payment by ACH/EFT, check and credit card. 
 

  Customer Set Up. Once an Equalis Group Member decides to accept your company’s proposal for services as 
described in this RFP, what is the process for the Member to become a customer?  

 
Contact our Director of Municipal Fleet Consulting, Tony Yankovich, or the Business Manager, Diane Thomas 
Please see Section 5.1.1 Key Contacts for contact information. 
 

  

Customer Agreements. Does your company have standard customer agreements? If yes, 
please provide copies of any standard customer agreements and describe your process and 
timeline for reviewing, negotiating, and finalizing any customer-specific contract terms or 
requirements. 

 Yes   No 

 
Mercury can provide our Standard Professional Consulting Services Agreement in situations where it is needed. Client 
provided contracts are reviewed by our legal council. Legal review of contracts is typically completed and responses 
provided to the client within one week. 
 

  Sustainable Company Initiatives. Describe the ways in which your company is addressing the issue of 
sustainability.   

 
Mercury Associates is committed to establishing, promoting, maintaining and improving a culture of sustainability and 
environmental responsibility by our staff and our suppliers as well as our clients. Our firm’s objective is to follow and 
promote sustainable practices, and to reduce the environmental impact of our activities and the products and services 
we provide. As a small business entity, we have put the following principles into practice. 
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Section 5. Go-To-Market Strategy  

 Bidder Organizational Structure & Staffing of Relationship 

• We leverage electronic communications (e.g., email, voice-over-IP phones, SMS) and collaboration tools (e.g., 
SharePoint portals and file exchange, JoinMe collaboration software, Skype video conference, etc.) to avoid 
using paper products, unnecessary physical travel, and shipping services. 

• Mercury staff are encouraged to use car pools, car sharing services, and public transportation as part of physical 
travel to client sites. Staff are also encouraged, when possible, to schedule travel to accommodate visits to 
multiple clients and consequently reduce total travel requirements. 

• Mercury supports alternative working arrangements that allows more than half our professional staff to work 
from home, which eliminates the carbon footprint of office space and commuting. 

• Mercury offices incorporate recycling programs for paper, cardboard, metal, and plastic materials. Computer 
hardware (green board waste) and batteries are disposed of through OEM and certified recycling firms. 

• Mercury offices are encouraged to purchase renewable electricity from suppliers, as available through office 
lessors and electric companies. 

• Computing hardware and other electronics are purchased with UEFI bios settings and Energy Star compliant 
configurations when possible.    

• Mercury minimizes the use of paper products and other office consumables. Staff also are encouraged to 
purchase and use supplies made of the highest content of recyclable materials, fair-trade, and organic products 
when possible. 

 

  
Key Contacts. Provide contact information and resumes for the person(s) who will be responsible for the 
following areas; Executive Contact, Contract Manager, Account Manager/Sales Lead, Reporting Contact, and 
Marketing Contact. Indicate who the primary contact will be if it is not the Account Manager. 

 
Primary RFP/Sales Contact 
Tony Yankovich, Director of Municipal Fleet Consulting 
913-568-5837 or 301-615-3123 
tyankovich@mercury-assoc.com 

Tony Yankovich serves as the Director of Municipal Government Fleet Consulting for Mercury Associates and has over 
30 years of experience as a management analyst and consultant in the fleet management and public works areas. Tony 
specializes in serving state and local governments, universities and private companies in the provision of fleet 
management consulting services. His particular areas of expertise include program evaluation; productivity and 
competitiveness assessments; fleet replacement planning and financing; maintenance facilities reviews, facilities space 
needs assessments and master planning, and customer service. He has authored a number of fleet related publications 
and has presented at many fleet conferences. The last four years he has taught day long classes on “Fleet Management 
101” offered at the annual NTEA conference. 

Before beginning his consulting career, he worked for the Unified Government of Wyandotte City and Kansas City, KS 
where he held several management positions in the Public Works, Operations Services, and City Clerk departments. Tony 
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was the fleet asset manager for the City’s fleet of 1,200 units. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Sociology from the 
University of Kansas. 
 
Account/Contract Manager 
Diane Thomas, Business Manager 
301-615-3111 
dthomas@mercury-assoc.com 

Diane Thomas serves as the Business Manager for Mercury Associates where she handles the day-to-day financial and 
administrative operations of the firm as well as client administration in regard to contracts, business insurance, tax 
registrations and reporting, vendor registration, invoicing, remittance information, and accounts receivable. Prior to 
joining Mercury, Diane was an administrative manager at Councilor, Buchanan, & Mitchell, PC, CPAs. She holds a 
Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies with concentrations in Business, Accounting, and Economics from the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
Alternate RFP/Sales Contact 
Marc Canton, Senior Manager 
917-939-0205 or 301-615-3121 
mcanton@mercury-assoc.com 

Marc Canton is a Senior Manager with Mercury Associates. He has 22 years of experience in transportation and fleet 
management. Prior to joining Mercury in 2017, he was transportation director for Fordham University, a position he held 
for 12 years. His experience includes technology and software implementation, the development of driver/staff training 
modules and curricula, fleet management policy, vendor management, strategic planning, and process reengineering. 
At Mercury, Marc directs our Data Analytics Team and also directs or participates in fleet management practices reviews, 
fleet rightsizing studies, and other fleet management process improvement projects. He is a National Safety Council 
certified defensive driving instructor, and holds an MBA in Market Management and post-MBA certificates in Advanced 
Analytics and Executive Leadership from Fordham University. 
 
Alternate RFP/Sales Contact – IT Services 
Ralph Filicko, Senior Manager 
757-869-0743 or 301-615-3119 
rfilicko@mercury-assoc.com 

Ralph Filicko is a Senior Manager with Mercury who specializes in the evaluation, development, implementation, and 
administration of fleet management information technology, including asset management, motor pool management, 
fuel management, and telematics solutions. He has worked with many of the best-known commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) ERP, EAM, and fleet-specific applications on the market today. He also oversees Mercury’s private cloud-based 
fleet management application hosting services, which have been utilized by such prominent organizations as Cox 
Enterprises, Enterprise Rent-a-Car, General Motors, Primoris Services Corporation, and State Farm and dozens of other 
companies, cities, and counties since 2003. 

Prior to joining Mercury, Ralph was a senior project manager and implementation specialist for CCG Systems, Inc., 
providers of the FASTER fleet management information system, where he performed system implementation projects 
for more than 35 clients. During his 20-year US Army career, Ralph managed service and support operations for military 
base trade schools and field operations. He holds an associate’s degree in Accounting from Thomas Nelson Community 
College (Hampton, VA). 
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 Contract Implementation Strategy & Expectations 

  
Sales Organization. Provide a description of your sales organization, including key staff members, the size of 
the organization, in-house vs. third-party sales resources, geographic territories, vertical market 
segmentation, etc. 

 
Senior level consulting staff handle all sales activities form Mercury Associates. Consultants will be made familiar with 
the Equalis Group cooperative purchasing program and can advise clients who reach out directly of the contracting 
opportunity the coop provides as an alternative to the traditional RFP process. 
 

  

Five (5) Year Sales Vision & Strategy. Describe your company’s vision and strategy to leverage a resulting 
contract with Equalis over the next five (5) years. Your response may include, but is not limited to; the 
geographic or public sector vertical markets being targeted; your strategy for acquiring new business and 
retaining existing business; how the contract will be deployed with your sales team; and the time frames in 
which this will be completed. 

 
Mercury would utilize this cooperative services agreement to pursue engagements with local government entities and 
educational institutions throughout the United States. As many of us were former public sector fleet professionals, we 
understand the time, effort, and challenges associated with targeting professional services firms for consulting work 
using traditional procurement approaches. The Equalis Group Purchasing Agreement affords organizations the 
opportunity to select a qualified vendor without spending the time and effort required to develop Request for Proposals 
(RFP), Requests for Information (RFI), and Requests for Qualifications (RFQ) and go through the lengthy competitive 
bidding, evaluation, and award processes.  

Mercury is unquestionably recognized as the premier provider of fleet management consulting services in North 
America. Our brand is synonymous with the highest quality work and innovative customer solutions and this 
partnership with the Equalis Group will only further this reputation for both parties. We are committed to maintaining 
and increasing brand awareness year after year to retain our place as the number one provider of fleet management 
consulting services in the country.  

We would actively market our services that are available through this cooperative agreement by presenting the 
information on our website which is always one of the top search results on Google for fleet management consultants. 
As we continually update our website to generate more traffic, we anticipate additional opportunities to be generated 
directly through this avenue. Using our position as the leading fleet management consulting firm, we are able to keep 
current on emerging trends in the industry and adjust our focus to meet ever changing demands in transportation and 
fleet management. Our ability to swiftly adapt to the needs of our clients, as well as external factors, gives us the 
competitive advantage that our competitors lack.  

We have also continued to increase our presence on social media outlets and through affiliations with industry 
associations though web presentations, conference attendance and presentations, digital print publications, and other 
channels.  

And finally, we are poised to create a dedicated sales and business development executive position that will focus on 
business creation and customer satisfaction. This cooperative bidding agreement will be an important tool that will be 
used to attract new business.  

 

  Sales Team Incentives. Will your sales team be equally incentivized to leverage the Equalis 
Group Master Agreement when compared to their typical compensation structure?  Yes   No 
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Section 6. Administrative Requirements 

 Admin Fee & Reporting 

 

 
Sales incentives are provided equally to Mercury staff regardless of the source of the lead including cooperative 
purchasing programs. 
 

  Revenue Objectives. What are your sales revenue objectives in each of the five (5) years if awarded this 
contract? 

 
As indicated in section 2.4.4. Public Sector Strategic Growth Plan, our goal is to grow our the local government sales at 
a rate of 5% to 10% annually over the next several years. This includes new business and customer retention through 
follow-on engagements and implementation services. We anticipate inclusion as a supplier in the Equalis Group/CCOG 
cooperative purchasing program will aid this growth. 
 

  

Administrative Fee. Equalis Group only generates revenue when the Winning Supplier 
generates revenue based on contract utilization by current and future Members. The 
proposed Administrative Fee for this contract is two percent (2%) based on the terms 
disclosed in the Attachment D – Model Administration Agreement.  
 
NOTE: Equalis Group recognizes that portions of the Bidder’s product and service offering 
may not align with a percentage of revenue approach when calculating the Administrative 
Fee.  Bidder’s may suggest alternative Administrative Fee structures for each type of product, 
services, or solutions category being offered which includes, but is not limited to, a per unit 
fee. 

 Agree   
 

 Negotiate 

 
Click here to provide additional commentary, if necessary. 
 

  

Sales & Administrative Fee Reporting. Equalis Group requires monthly reports detailing sales 
invoiced the prior month and associated Administrative Fees earned by the 15th of each 
month. Confirm that your company will meet this reporting requirement. If not, explain why 
and propose an alternative time schedule for providing these reports to Equalis Group. 

 Yes   
No 

 
We appreciate the opportunity to submit this proposal and look forward to offering our fleet management consulting 
and IT services to Equali Group members. 
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